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Spain and the brand

Spain has traditionally been 
portrayed as a case of successful 
rebranding of the nation

- 1975-1992 (through becoming a 
modern, developed and 
democratic country through the 
1980s)
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Spain before/after ‘icon’ of branding

For the first half of the 20th century (…) Spain did not count in Europe; it was isolated, 
backward, poor and undemocratic. Today it has transformed itself into a well-off, 
respected European democracy. The reality has changed and so has the image. Spain has 
successfully orchestrated and promoted its re-entry into the European family. The Joan 
Miro sun symbol was an identifier for a massive promotional programme closely linked 
to national change and modernisation. Institutional and tourist advertising on a national 
and regional level, the creation of successful international business schools, the growth, 
privatisation and globalisation of Spanish multinationals like Repsol, Telefonica and 
Union Fenosa, the rebuilding and beautifying of major cities like Valencia, Barcelona and 
Bilbao, the self-mocking, sexually explicit tragicomic films of Almodovar and his 
contemporaries, political devolution, the Barcelona Olympics and the Seville 
International Exhibition of 1992 (…) all underline and exemplify the change

(Wally Olins in 2001, cited by Gilmore 2002)
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Giving the devil his due…

• Re-branding succes can be questioned in 4 ways:

1) Recent literature suggest that the branding miracle had already
undertaken by the ‘backwards dictatorship’

2) It can be questioned whether the branding success was first and 
foremostly a branding initiative

3) The transition to democracy and economic modernisation have lost 
‘shine’ since the crisis

4) It was never a success in all realms, the COO/Made in Spain-brand 
was never really strong
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1) Re-positioning yes, but less of a ‘miracle’

• Repositioning of Spain was begun by the very man who symbolize
intransigence and backwardsness… Franco

• In 1945 Spain was ousted from the West, but Cold War = return of 
Spain to the club of Western nations:
• Foreign policy AND

• Successful branding Spain as high-end tourist destination among US 
population during the 1950s and 1960s

• American Express, TWA, Hilton, Travel writers (Temple Fielding)

• Cooperation Franco regime – Hollywood in late 1950s – early 1960s

• Direct outreach to US population: New York World’s Fair 1964-65
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2) Transformation = nation branding?

• The question is whether it was really first and foremost a branding 
exercise aimed at foreigners or whether the Spaniards modernized 
their country because they wanted it that way themselves. 
• Is that nation branding?

• Or should we talk about political project/modernisation with ‘collateral
branding effects’?

• One moment, though, with clear ‘outreach’: 1992 (Olympic Games in 
Barcelona, Expo in Sevilla, Madrid Cultural Capital of EEC)  
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3) Transition and modernisation lost ‘shine’

• The transition to democracy and economic modernisation have lost 
‘shine’ since the crisis (economic > social, political and institutional)

• Economic: vulnerable economic ‘model’

• Social: structural problems worsened by crisis

• Institutional: ‘ossified’ bi-partisan system ‘exploded’

• Constitutional: crisis part of the reason for the Catalan crisis
(devolution/decentralisation was only a temporary solution to old 
problems)
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4) Never a success in all realms!

• Spain in NBI: 
• Between 10th (2009) and 15th
• High ranking in culture/heritage & tourism, but low in other categories

• The COO/Made in Spain-brand was never really strong

• Gap between brand and reality:
• 6th largest exporter of cars ↔ backward country
• 6th foreign investor (2nd in LA) ↔ products with low level  

of technology or design 
• 9th GDP ↔ traditional products
• 1st olive oil, wine, wind power ↔ low quality products

• Brand-reality gap: Spain is "objectively underrated“
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‘Made in Spain’-brand

• The 'made in Spain‘-brand does not add, but subtract

• Effect: companies do not use the "made in Spain“

• No Spanish brand in the list of the 100 most prestigious brands

• The ones that are close, are not known to be Spanish

• Contrast between mega-events and general, politico-social image 
(good/positive image) and consumer micro-decisions (bad image)
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‘Made in Spain’-brand

• Studies associate Spain with sun, "funny", "charming", "sensual" 
[tourism-related stereotypes] 

• And NOT with technology, quality "professionalism", "diligence" and 
"quality“ [product-or producer related characteristics]

• [Spain is at the bottom of R+D investment in the EU]

• In Latin America: Spain = "prestigious", "intelligent", but also hard, 
aggressive and "warrior/conqueror"

• Conclusion: Images of black legend forged over the centuries and 
reinforced by tourism are not easily changed!
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Tourists as brand ambassadors?

• Does it help to have been to Spain?

• According to a study among Japanese tourists: no! 
• The most influenced by stereotypes were those who had been to Spain!

• Archetypes are too strong OR

• Economical interests in maintaining the brand as it is and the inertia 
in communication channels are too strong 
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Cultural and Public diplomacy

• Joseph Nye [Soft Power]: culture plays a central role
• Spanish language (expanding, but not due Spain’s merits)
• Spanish culture (not a "country of culture", examples=isolated geniuses)
• Spanish science: Not a "country of science"
• Instituto Cervantes (62 mill. €/y = a fraction of the budget of Institut

Française)

• A good example of bad practices
• EU: lack of communication = receivers do not perceive changes
• LA: political-cultural and economic dimensions are not directly related
• US: external actions not accompanied by internal communication

• Lacks coordination and "public diplomacy"
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Long standing endeavor to diversify

The government and most firms aim at increasing the brand value of 
Spain and diversifying the type of tourism, they find themselves 
struggling against other interests which are not particularly concerned 
with this diversification of the tourism

• In 2000 Government created “Marca España” (Brand of Spain)

• In 2007 I participated in a Seminar “Images of the current Spain”

• In 2010 New promotional videos and slogan: I need Spain 
(https://youtu.be/GJ68EQSaU4E?t=32)
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Plan for Spanish Tourism Horizon 2020

“Spain is also subject to a series of very specific and insistent criticisms 
in practically all the international markets analyzed. These features of a 
negative nature are, mainly, the tourist saturation, the excessive 
urbanism of the Spanish coast, the scarce publicity in the international 
scope of the tourist alternatives to the sun and beach, besides the 
scarce information on other regions or Spanish cities that do not are 
those of the coast or Madrid and Barcelona. It seems that Spanish 
tourism lacks authenticity, in such a way that the image of a double 
Spain has been created: the Spain of the Spaniards and the Spain for 
the tourists.” (PTEH 2007: 39)
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Tourism to Spain

• 80+ millions (#1 or #2 globally)
• 15 million ‘borrowed’ from competitors (Arab springs)

• High share of packaged/charter holidays to a limited number of destinations

• Tour operators (TUI, Thomas Cook etc.) monopolised the distribuition
of holiday in Europe
• Vertical integration with hotel sector (ownership, shareholdership...)

• Under pressure: discount airlines, airbnb, tendency to organise your own trip

• React by reinforcing known destinations and products (innovation is minimal)
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Strategic Marketing Plan for Spanish Tourism

“However, [the Spanish market] faces weaknesses and problems, some 
of which are structural in nature. This occurs with high seasonality, 
geographical concentration, and strong dependence on sun and beach 
products. Therefore, the positioning in segments with strong demand 
such as cultural and city tourism is much poorer.” (PEM 2017: 3)

Solutions proposed:

• Cosmopolitan tourism (quality and anti-massification)

• Tourism from far away markets (Asia…)
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Tourism
crisis in 
destination 
#1?
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Spain is approaching ‘winter’…
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Problem #1: Brand ownership

• Being a successful tourist destination is working against Spain’s ability 
to control the branding that is actually taking place
• Tour operators care about their own needs (continue to brand Spain in the 

same ‘sun & fun beach related’ vein as always)

• Large part of the market is satisfied with brand as it is and do not look for any 
other aspect (not open to new ways of branding Spain)
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Problem #2: internal contradiction in dominant 
brand
• The dominant brand (tourism-related) stands in a contradictory

relationship with the attempts to improve the dimensions that are
poorly rated
• ‘Made in Spain’ is unlikely to be improved as long the dominant tourism-

related branding continues to be dominant

• This contradiction has only been reinforced by the dynamics created by the 
multi-level crisis of the last 10 years

• The fact that neither Government nor businesses are seen to improve the 
investment in becoming more competitive, innovative and research-based in 
the medium- to long term also only reinforce already existing dynamics
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